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				Oh no! Harry, get the glass ball! 


				
					×
				
			

			
				Too bad, now we have to go back to the glass ball or read in the coffee grounds to understand our visitors ... 



 Why do we have to do that? Quite simply, you have forbidden us to watch Your steps on our site with Google Analytics. That sounds dramatically to You, we know. But look at it: we do not even know who YOU are, we just see that SOMEONE looks at our pages, how he/she does that, how long this SOMEONE lingers on the respective pages, etc. We do not know who You are, whether You are male or female, how old You are, how Your weight is - no idea. Nor do we pass this data on to Google, we don not have them not at all! Nevertheless, this data of SOMEONE will provide us with valuable information about our site, we want You to like everything here, that You feel good and - of course - buy our products ...

So we can see where there are problems. If many visitors leave our site during the purchase process while choosing the payment method, we know that something is wrong and can improve it. Sounds good, right? Thats good for You and good for us. So it´s a win-win situation. So let us accompany You on Your way through our store. Deal? 


			



			
				Well if it's so - I activate it again!
				I do not care, take the glass ball!
			

		

	




	
		
			
				Thanks, Harry can pack the glass ball ... 


				
					×
				
			

			
				Great, you got it! Now we can work better on our offer again!

			

		

	










			
		
			
